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ABSTRACT 

Human pregnancy lasts approximately 40 weeks, but genetic and environmental 

factors could contribute to premature birth. One factor is when other bacteria replace 

Lactobacillus spp. within the female urogenital tract. One bacterium found in patients 

diagnosed with bacterial vaginosis is Gardnerella vaginalis, which is complex in nature 

as some strains are pathogenic and others are not. To understand strain differences, a 

reference genome annotation was compared to transcriptome evidence within the Apollo 

Gene Annotation Platform. With approximately 30% of the annotations done, thirty-four 

gene models were re-annotated, while only two gene models did not require further 

annotation. Two polycistronic operons were identified, but no novel, putative genes were 

identified. Using this updated genome annotation will allow for a more informed 

comparison of genes and transcripts from pathogenic and non-pathogenic strains and may 

also allow identification of virulence factors that can be used as biomarkers and 

therapeutic targets. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Human pregnancy is considered a sensitive period of a woman’s life as numerous 

genetic and environmental factors including genetic predisposition to premature birth, 

exposure to infectious agents, ingestion of potentially harmful chemical compounds, and 

changes in diet or behavior can have a tremendous impact on the mother and fetus. The 

process of gestation involves the development of the fetus through the physiological 

changes that the mother goes through (Soma-Pillay et al., 2016). Pregnancy lasts 

approximately 40 weeks with most single births occurring between 37 and 40 weeks of 

gestation. Preterm birth, that is birth at or before 37 weeks-gestation, occurs in 5-18% of 

total births (Romero et al., 2015) and 6-11% of live births (Zeitlin et al., 2013). The 

earlier the baby arrives, the greater health risks he or she has; some of these risks may be 

short term, such as staying in neonatal intensive care as they may be showing signs of 

infection and experiencing respiratory complications (Lawn et al., 2013). Other more 

serious risks include death, chronic respiratory illness, neurodevelopmental disorders, and 

long-term cognitive impairment (Gomez-Lopez et al., 2014). Not only is the baby 

affected by being born prematurely, but the mother also faces some physical and 

psychological complications, such as post-traumatic stress disorder symptoms of 

avoidance, hyperarousal, and intrusion (Ionio et al., 2016). Women who experienced 

preterm labor reported having higher than normal fatigue, anxiety, and flashbacks of their 

experience; in addition, these mothers had little to no early contact with their newborn, 

more postnatal health problems, and a significantly low positive feeling towards their 

baby (Henederson et al., 2016).  
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Preterm labor can result from a variety of different events, some of which include 

genetic factors, as well as maternal bacterial and viral infections. Preterm labor has been 

shown to occur in families and its occurrence rate differs by ethnicity, suggesting a 

genetic susceptibility component (Srinivas and Macones, 2005). Preterm premature 

rupture of membranes (PPROM), which occurs in at least one third of spontaneous 

preterm births (ACOG Practice Bulletin), has been linked to specific alleles of matrix 

metalloproteinase-1 (MMP1; Fujimoto et al., 2002), matrix metalloproteinase-8 (MMP8; 

Wang et al., 2008), or serpin peptidase inhibitor, clade H (SERPINH1; Wang et al., 

2006). All three proteins are known to degrade extracellular matrix, so overproduction or 

enhanced activity has been suggested to be the mechanism causing membrane rupture 

(Maymon et al., 2000).  

In addition to genetic susceptibility, pre-term labor and birth can also have 

environmental causes such as infection.  It is important to note that the vaginal tract, 

similar to the digestive tract, is normally populated with different types of bacteria, 

known as the vaginal genomes of the microbiota. These bacteria form a mutualistic 

relationship with the female body. Bacteria gain nutrients from the environment, 

sloughed cells, and vaginal secretions. These bacteria continually re-colonize the area 

which keeps pathogenic bacteria from growing or over-growing into the same area. 

Furthermore, these bacteria not only do not harm the host, but actually produce 

compounds that help maintain the normal vaginal pH and vaginal health (Witkin et al., 

2013). Normal pH ranges anywhere from 3.8-4.5 as it depends on the female’s life stage. 

Most of the bacteria in the normal vaginal microbiome are of the Lactobacillus genus, 

specifically, Lactobacillus crispatus, L. gasseri, L. iners, and L. jensenii (Mendes-Soares 
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et al., 2014). Many physiological changes occur during pregnancy, including suppressive 

changes to the women’s immune system in order to allow the growing fetus to be 

supported rather than seen as foreign by the mother’s immune system. These changes can 

alter the vaginal microbiota and even allow shifts in microbial populations that can then 

lead to infection by pathogenic bacteria and pre-term labor (Silasi et al., 2015). 

Bacterial vaginosis has been hypothesized to be one cause of or contributing 

factor to premature birth (Lata et al., 2010) and occurs when other bacteria replace 

Lactobacillus spp. within the female urogenital tract. It is present in ten to forty-one 

percent of women and has been linked to maternal and fetal low-health status; in 

addition, spontaneous abortion, amniotic fluid infection, endometritis, and post-cesarean 

wound infection occur more often due to bacterial vaginosis during pregnancy 

(McGreggor and French, 2000). Bacterial vaginosis is considered to be sexually 

transmitted and is diagnosed by the presence of indicator bacteria in addition to low 

vaginal acidity, or high vaginal pH, that results from infection (Leppaluoto, 2011). 

Bacterial vaginosis can be diagnosed using two methods, the Amsel criteria or the Nugent 

Gram stain scoring method. Three of the four criteria must be met in the Amsel criteria 

method for a positive diagnosis of bacterial vaginosis. Those criteria include a thin 

homogenous discharge, a pH greater than 4.5, an amine odor, and shed epithelial cells 

covered with bacteria, also called clue cells. The Nugent Gram stain scoring method sets 

out bacterial morphotypes that are associated with health, Gram-positive lactobacilli, and 

morphotypes associated with bacterial vaginosis, Gram-variable rods. If the Nugent score 

is between zero and three, it indicates a healthy microbiota; if the score is between seven 

and ten, it is a positive diagnosis for bacterial vaginosis (Aldunate et al., 2015). Females 
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who have a higher number of lifetime sexual partners, participated in their first 

intercourse at a young age, or practice regular douching are at a higher risk of obtaining 

bacterial vaginosis (Bautista et al., 2016).  

While bacterial vaginosis has a clinical definition, the exact infectious agent or 

agents that cause it remains somewhat unclear. One bacterium that has been found in 

women diagnosed with bacterial vaginosis is Gardnerella vaginalis (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1. Gardnerella vaginalis and Clue Cell from a Patient Sample. Clue 

cell sample is provided by a physician in Murfreesboro, TN. This image is Gram stained 

and imaged at 1000X magnification on the Olympus BX60 microscope with an Olympus 

DIP72 camera and CellSens software. 
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Gardnerella vaginalis was formerly termed Haemophilus vaginalis and is a small, 

Gram-positive, rod-shaped bacterium. It was later classified as Corynebacterium vaginale 

before it obtained the name it has today. G. vaginalis is known for its ability to form a 

biofilm, which is a thin, slimy film of bacteria that sticks to a surface (Cornejo et al., 

2018). One complicated issue regarding this bacterium is that some strains of G. 

vaginalis cause symptoms of bacterial vaginosis while other strains are found in normal 

and healthy women (Hickey and Forney, 2014). For this reason, it is important to 

determine how these strains differ.   

To better differentiate between the pathogenic and non-pathogenic strains, the 

genetic and genomic differences between these strains must be examined. To make any 

meaningful comparisons among pathogenic and non-pathogenic strains, a complete 

reference genome that is fully annotated with experimentally verified genes must be 

generated. Currently, the vaginalis genomes of six strains have been fully sequenced 

(Yeoman et al., 2010; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/genomes/1967). 

Computational gene predictions using this sequence have also been performed using 

algorithms such as MAKER-P (Campbell et al., 2014). However, these computational 

predictions have not been validated using experimental RNA evidence. Therefore, this 

project aimed to use genomic and bioinformatics tools to more fully annotate a reference 

G. vaginalis genome using experimental RNA sequencing evidence. This analysis 

showed experimental evidence for many genes and allowed some operons to be 

identified. Furthermore, computational gene models were revised and refined using 

experimental evidence. This experimentally-verified genome annotation will allow a 
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better comparison between pathogenic and non-pathogenic strains to identify sources of 

virulence in pathogenic strains in the future.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS  

Gardnerella vaginalis Genome Data Resources 

Genome sequence and resources for Gardnerella vaginalis (Gv) species were 

identified using the  National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). Sequences 

were available for 103 strains, but only six completed genomes were available. The 

completed genome that was chosen to act as the reference strain in this study was strain 

14019 (NCBI ID: 171905 available at 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/1967?genome_assembly_id=171905). This strain 

is most similar to the partially sequenced Gv strain studied at MTSU (strain 49145 NCBI 

ID: 297689 available at  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/1967?genome_assembly_id=297689), and thus 

will be valuable in collaborative work.  These two strains are 99.5% identical 

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/1967?genome_assembly_id=297689).  A 

computationally predicted genome annotation of this completed genome was also 

available (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_000159155.2/).  Furthermore, a 

next-generation RNA sequencing dataset utilizing this genome as the reference was also 

available at the following sites:   

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE80127  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GPL21713  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM2113323  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM2113322  

 

 

 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/1967?genome_assembly_id=171905
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_000159155.2/#_blank
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE80127#_blank
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GPL21713#_blank
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM2113323#_blank
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM2113322#_blank
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RNA Sequencing Data Alignment and Transcript Generation 

Paired RNA sequence fastq files were aligned to the reference genome using 

Bowtie2 version 2.2.6 (Langmeade et al., 2018) within the Cyverse Discovery 

Environment (Goff et al., 2011).  The .sam files were converted to .bam files, which were 

then sorted and indexed using SamTools version 1.7 (Li et al., 2009). The output .bam 

files were then downloaded and used in the Apollo installation. 

Apollo Installation 

A web-based Apollo instance was set up with the kind help and perseverance of 

Mr. Tim Miller in the Computational Sciences Department following specifications for 

community-based annotation projects, as detailed in Lee et al. (2013).  

Apollo-Based Visualization of Operons and Revision to Gene Models 

Evaluation and revision of the computationally-predicted annotation for G. 

vaginalis was done using several data sources that were viewed and evaluated together 

using JBrowse Genome Viewer in combination with the web-based Apollo Gene 

Annotation Platform (Lee et al., 2013). The 14018 reference genome, 14018 reference 

genome annotation, aligned RNA sequencing reads (.bam output files), and the transcript 

index (.bai output files) were loaded into the platform and visualized. Within the Apollo 

Gene Annotation Platform, RNA sequencing reads were visually located along the 

reference genome sequence along with the computationally-predicted annotated genes.  

This allowed manual comparison of the annotated, computationally-predicted gene with 

experimentally-derived transcript information. First, some of the gene model required 

revision, that is the RNA evidence did not match the annotation exactly, while other gene 

models did not require revision because the RNA evidence did match the computational 
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annotation (see Annotation Revision). In addition, operons, which can have multiple 

genes encoded in a single RNA, were identified by the observation of contiguous genes 

with uniformly distributed RNA evidence that was not interrupted and also were 

transcribed in the same direction along the genome, as indicated by arrows in the genome 

annotation visualization.   

Annotation Revision 

 Revision to a gene model involved moving the gene model to a new track in the 

Apollo workspace and zooming in to visualize RNA read, genome sequence information, 

and the gene model together. The gene model was then corrected based on the RNA 

sequencing information by adjusting the rectangular gene model “boxes” to be consistent 

in placement with the beginning and end of the transcriptional unit.  
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RESULTS  

Gardnerella vaginalis is a bacterium that is complex in nature as some of its 

strains are known to be disease-causing and other strains are known to be non-disease-

causing and can potentially live harmlessly in a woman’s urogenital tract (Hickey and 

Forney, 2014). Differences among these strains could be due to genetic differences in 

how these strains express their genes in response to particular stimuli in the environment. 

Therefore, to begin to understand how these strains truly differ it was important to 

establish which genes are present and expressed in a non-pathogenic strain to then 

compare to pathogenic strains. 

The process of identifying and confirming which genes are present and expressed 

in an organism involves the genome annotation that generally begins with a sequenced 

genome and gene models that are predicted by computational algorithms based on known 

gene parameters. However, these predictions are often slightly to very inaccurate and 

require manual annotators to refine and correct gene models based on experimental 

evidence, such as known cDNA sequence, EST evidence, and RNA sequencing evidence. 

The goal of this project was to use the Apollo Gene Annotation Platform to annotate 

computationally predicted gene models based on experimental evidence. This included 

identifying polycistronic RNAs, verifying the 5’ and 3’ ends of RNAs, and identifying 

putative novel genes (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Apollo Visualization Platform With Gene Models: Arrows on the top panel 

indicate computationally predicted gene models. Each gene model is pointing in a certain 

direction, which indicates the direction of transcription. The tail of the arrow of the gene 

model denotes where the beginning is, and the arrow tip denotes the end of the gene. For 

example, panE is transcribed using the “top DNA strand” as the template, while 

HMPREF0421_20205 is transcribed using the “bottom DNA strand” as the template.  
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Within this annotation platform, RNA evidence can be added to allow more 

accurate manual annotation. These are visualized as tiled rows located under the gene 

model (Figure 3). First, a strategy was developed to identify prokaryotic gene features 

expected in the RNA evidence, including 1) polycistronic RNAs where multiple genes 

are transcribed on a single RNA, 2) genes that were not transcribed under these specific 

conditions, 3) novel genes that were not computationally predicted, but have RNA 

evidence, 4) gene models that match the predicted annotation and therefore do not need 

revision, and 5) gene models whose 5’ and 3’ ends require revision based on RNA 

evidence. Representative examples of each follow and full lists can be found in the 

appendix.  
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Figure 3. Apollo Visualization Platform With Gene Model and RNA 

Evidence: Arrows on the top panel indicate annotated genes with direction of 

transcription noted. The tiled rows in the lower panel represent RNA sequencing aligned 

to that region of the genome.  

  

Gene models  

RNA 

evidence 
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First, operons were identified by visual identification of RNA sequencing 

evidence that was contiguous along several gene models that had the same direction of 

transcription (Figure 4). This showed evidence that a simple polycistronic RNA was 

utilized by the organism to encode multiple genes or proteins. The given gene models are 

transcribed in the same direction and there appears to be RNA evidence under each one 

of the gene models. A full list of other polycistronic operons can be found in the 

appendix.  
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Figure 4. Gene Model Example of Polycistronic Operon Annotation.  A polycistronic 

operon is shown where several genes transcribed in the same direction with non-

interrupted RNA evidence (HMPREF0421_r20001, HMPREF 0421_nc20001, and 

HMPREF0421_r20002).  Arrows on the top panel indicate annotated genes with direction 

of transcription noted. The tiled rows in the lower panel represent RNA reads. 

  

Gene models  

RNA evidence  
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Some gene models were present without RNA evidence accompanying them, 

which meant that the program could not read any evidence for that particular gene which 

could be due to issues with multiple factors. The most likely explanation is that the genes 

were not transcribed under conditions used in the RNA sequencing experiment (Figure 

5).  
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Figure 5. Non-transcribed Genes: Some regions do not show RNA reads across the 

entire gene (pepO) as would be expected (pyrG). These may be issues with annotation, 

the RNA sequence experiment, or alignment failures, but likely this is due to lack of 

transcription under these conditions.   

  

Gene 
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RNA 

evidence 
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Novel genes are found when RNA evidence exists, but the annotation platform 

does not match this RNA evidence to a gene model. New genes, or novel genes, did not 

exist within the Apollo Gene Annotation Platform. 

 With the genome organization completed, the next step was to identify and 

correct gene models based on RNA sequencing evidence, that is, to correct any apparent 

discrepancies in the 5’ and 3’ ends of transcripts. Some gene models were accurate, as 

shown by the representative gene HMPREF0421_r20002 (Figure 6). This RNA evidence 

shows a correct 5’ and 3’ end for the close up view of HMPREF0421_r20002 transcript 

(Figure 7). All gene models that were correct are listed in Appendix A. However, not all 

predicted gene models were supported by the RNA evidence. Gene malL represents a 

gene model that required revision based on experimental evidence (Figure 8). To correct, 

or annotate the computationally predicted gene model, the gene model had to be dragged 

to the annotation track found above the gene model and RNA evidence. Once the model 

was dragged to the track, the focus was then zoomed in all of the way to the point that 

you see the RNA sequence and the RNA evidence as long lines inside of the blocks that 

were previously viewed. The gene model then gets corrected by dragging or trimming the 

start and stop codon based on where the majority of the RNA evidence is found. For 

example, gene model atpC (Figure 9) needs to have its stop codon extended more 

towards to the left because there is more RNA evidence towards the left that the 

computationally predicted gene model is not including. Once that is corrected, the rest of 

the gene model could be examined to determine if there needs to be any more cutting or 

extending of the gene model.  
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Figure 6. Gene Model Example Requiring No Revision: An example of an annotated 

gene that did not require revision (HMPREF0421_r20002). Arrows on the top panel 

indicate annotated genes with direction of transcription noted. The tiled rows in the lower 

panel represent RNA reads.  
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Figure 7. Close Up View of Gene Model HMPREF0421_r20002 Requiring No 

Revision: Throughout the entire gene model, there was RNA evidence provided 

throughout the entire model. From the start codon (left) all through the stop codon (right), 

there was contiguous RNA evidence suggesting there is no revision required.  
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Figure 8. Gene Model Example Requiring Revision. An example of an annotated gene 

that did require revision (malL).  Arrows on the top panel indicate annotated genes with 

direction of transcription noted. The tiled rows in the lower panel represent RNA reads. 
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Figure 9. Example Annotation for Correcting a Gene Model at the 5’ End of a 

Gene: The computationally predicted gene is labeled atpC, which shows a different 5’ 

end than the actual data.  
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CONCLUSION  

Gardnerella vaginalis is a bacterium that can be categorized as two types, 1) 

pathogenic, which is disease-causing and 2) non-pathogenic, which is non-disease-

causing (Hickey and Forney, 2014). Those differences may be due to genetic variability 

or to specific gene-environment interactions. To understand the nature of these strains 

and how they differ, it is first important to have an accurate and experimentally-

confirmed genome annotation. The aim of this project was to use experimental evidence 

from an RNA sequencing experiment to confirm, revise, and identify genes and operon 

structures in a non-pathogenic strain using the Apollo Gene Annotation Platform.   

First, polycistronic operons, which have contiguous RNA evidence for multiple 

genes transcribed using the same DNA strand template, were identified. These 

polycistronic RNAs, as well as monocistronic RNAs, which had been computationally 

predicted were next examined for accuracy of the 5’ and 3’ ends of RNAs. Experimental 

RNA sequencing evidence was again used to visualize the correct ends to revise each 

gene model. With thirty percent of the annotations completed, a total number of thirty-

four gene models were corrected (Appendix A). Finally, the process of curating the 

genome and gene models also included the search for novel genes that had not been 

predicted computationally. This involved RNA evidence being present without a 

corresponding gene model, which indicated that there were transcripts present that the 

computational prediction annotation platform did not detect. No novel genes were 

identified within the Apollo Gene Annotation Platform.  

The conclusions drawn from this strain of G. vaginalis can be compared to those 

of strains 317, 594, and 409-05. All strains had the potential of being pathogenic, possess 
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a large number of certain genes that promote their ability to compete and exclude other 

bacteria colonies found within the vaginal tract, and all strains encoded bactericidal 

toxins. Of those bactericidal toxins, two were uniquely produced by strain 409-05 that 

allowed for mucin degradation, which is a characteristic common with bacterial 

vaginosis. Because of this, the detection of G. vaginalis in the vaginal tract does not yield 

adequate information as to the physiological potential of the bacterium (Yeoman et al., 

2010).  

In all, these curation efforts have produced a more accurate genome annotation 

with thirty-four total revisions based on experimental evidence to guide future research 

into pathogenic and non-pathogenic differences. Next steps would include using RNA 

sequence for the pathogenic strain to identify “pathogenic-specific” novel genes and 

other genome features. Pan-Genome analysis could be used to increase our understanding 

of the completed annotations. To perform the Pan-Genome analysis, the PanSeq web-

based software (Rouli et al., 2015) could be used to examine the G. vaginalis strains to 

analyze which strains are classified as pathogenic, which are classified as non-

pathogenic, and which are common to both. Such analyses would not only expand current 

knowledge about this bacterium, thus improving outcomes for women and pregnancy, but 

would also contribute to the development of personalized medicine for infectious disease 

management.  
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Appendix A 

Gene Models        Require Revision    Didn’t Require Revision     Polycistronic 

atpD                X   

atpG                X   

atpH                X   

atpF                X   

atpB                X   

HMPREF0421_t20001                X   

lysC                X   

HMPREF0421_20060                X   

gatC                X   

pfo                X   

HMPREF0421_20067                X   

HMPREF0421_20068                X   

fahA                X   

yggS                X   

gluO                X   

glpE                X   

ppk                X   

mutT                X   

HMPREF0421_20087                X   

upp                X   

HMPREF0421_20090                X   

HMPREF0421_20105                X   
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